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"HOLY WAR" AGAINST TRANS PEOPLE

You may write me down in history
With your bitter, twisted lies,
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust, I'll rise.

M AYA A N G E L O U

from Still I Rise
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daydreamed my way through the Middle Ages, I do remember leaving high school
with a certain feeling about feudalism. I had the impression that it was an epoch in
which the Catholic Church rounded up Jews, Muslims, women of all sexualities, gay
men, herbalists, scientists—anyone they could get their hands on — for torture and
execution, and the serfs did nothing but subserviently till the land.
As a Jewish, transgendered lesbian, I wasn't wild about returning to study this
period of Western European history, but I really wanted to understand more about
the cryptic charge that Joan of Arc's cross-gendered expression was "following the
custom of the Gentiles and the Heathen." I'm glad I did take another look at this
period, however, because I realized why transgender was such a threat to both the
Church and the feudal ruling class as a whole.
The feudal landlords waged war against communalism from the mid-eighth century
well into the twelfth century. Feudal warlords and their powerful armies tried to privatize communally-held land. But both communal and enslaved peasants fiercely
resisted feudal bondage. Peasant rebellions erupted throughout these centuries.
The Catholic Church, a powerful ally of the ruling class, played a pivotal role in
suppressing this resistance. The Church was the one powerful institution that could
bring all of Western Europe under one political system, because it provided the
earning, organization, and structural framework. As a result, the Church became
the defining institution of feudal life.
But the interests of the Church were decidedly economic, since it claimed ownership of one-third of the soil of the Catholic world —by far the biggest landowner.'
And forcing peasants to bow to the belief that private ownership of the land and
cross inequality was divinely inspired very much served the interests of the entire
5rudal ruling class.
But turning free peasants into enslaved serfs necessitated breaking communal
7gAids and beliefs. That's why, I believe, ritual and festival trans expression were
large ted.
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The association of transgender with communal religious worship and beliefs so
enraged the Christian hierarchy that in 691 C.E. the Council of Constantinople
decreed: "We forbid dances and initiation rites of the 'gods,' as they are falsely
called among the Greeks, since, whether by men or women, they are done according to an ancient custom contrary to the Christian way of life, and we decree that no
man shall put on a woman's dress nor a woman, clothes that belong to men."2
The Church tried to demonize transgender by linking it with witchcraft, and by
banning and suppressing it from all peasant rituals and celebrations. As early as the
sixth century C.E., the Christian writer Caesarius of Arles (now in southern France)
denounced the pagan practices of ritual transgender. Sixth- and seventh-century
synods repeatedly condemned cross-dressing during the popular New Year's holiday. In the ninth century, a Christian guidebook dictated penance for men who
practiced ritual cross-dressing and cross-gender behavior. And a thirteenth-century
Inquisitor in southern France denounced trans religious expression.3
In about 1250, a group of males dressed as women danced their way into the
house of a wealthy landowner, singing: "We take one and give back a hundred." That
verse referred to a popular belief that the "good people"— bonae in Latin—exercised
the power to bestow prosperity upon any house in which they were given gifts.
According to one account:
The suspicious wife of the farmer did not accept the claim o f the
female impersonators to be bonae and tried to end their revel, but in
spite o f her protestations they carried out all the goods from her
house. Perhaps f o r this as well as similar reasons bishops were
requested to look out for throngs of demons transformed into women,
which seems like a prohibition against male cross-dressing.'
Yet while the early Church fathers denounced all cross-gender behavior, they
demonstrated their hypocrisy by canonizing some twenty to twenty-five female
saints who cross-dressed, lived as men, or wore full beards. According to medieval
legends, these cross-dressed female-to-male saints lived and worshipped as men for
their entire adult lives. Their birth sex was only discovered after their deaths. These
saints included Pelagia, Margarita, Marinus (Marina), Athanasia (Alexandria),
Eugenia, Appollinaria, Euphrosyne, Matrona, Theodora, Anastasia, Papula, and
Joseph (Hildegund). In addition, the Church canonized women with full beards:
Galla, Paula, and lArilgefortis (Uncumber) .5 The legendary Pope Joan, who was
chronicled during the thirteenth century, allegedly ruled as John Anglicus. His
statue stood with those of other popes in the Cathedral of Siena in the fourteenth
century, but by the sixteenth century, historians considered the account of his reign
to be merely legend.'
Had the Church fathers forgotten the edicts of Deuteronomy? That's hard to
believe, since they continued to invoke the injunctions throughout the Middle Ages.
I believe that since a fusion of matrilineal beliefs with patriarchal culture was prevalent during the early development of class society, these cross-gendered saints could
be attributed to the persistence of ancient worship and beliefs about transgender.
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More than a century ago, German scholar Herman Usener argued that the similarity of the legends about female-to-male saints represented survival of the beliefs
surrounding the goddess Aphrodite of Cyprus. Usener noted that Aphrodite was
also named Pelagia and Marina — the same names as two o f the cross-dressed
Catholic saints. Aphrodite's female followers reportedly dressed in men's garb to
sacrifice to her, and male-to-female transsexual priestesses served this goddess.7
Historians Vern and Bonnie Bullough, who have made enormous contributions
to the study of cross-dressing during feudal times, attribute the Church's acceptance of female-to-male saints to the fact that they were admired for aspiring to the
higher social status of men. It's true that men were considered superior, but femaleto-male expression was specifically censured, even f o r the pious. Saint Jerome
denounced it in the fourth century, and a canon of the Synod of Ver in the ninth
century demonstrates that the Church had encountered and condemned transgendered females centuries before Joan of Arc was born.
The canon stated, "If women who choose chastity in the cause of religion either
take on the clothes of a man or cut their hair, in order to appear false to others, we
resolve that they should be admonished and criticized, because we consider that
they err through a great ignorance rather than zeal."8
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(Pope Joan) is believed to

be merely a legend, i t ' s

true that the Church can-

onized scores of female-to-

male saints.

transgender expression was a religious duty, and the fact that her transgender was
held in such reverence by the peasants, because both recalled beliefs in an ancient
rival religion from a competing economic system. Scapegoating Joan of Arc and the
"radical" region of her birth fed the counter-revolutionary terror against the communal farmers and the peasantry as a whole.
I think the Church fathers may have canonized a constellation of female-to-male
trans saints because they were forced to compete with the old religion still popularly
embraced by the peasants. The Church hierarchy must have had a tough time trying to convert peasants from their joyous, pro-sexual, cross-gendered religious rites
to the gloom and doom of medieval Catholicism. I believe the clerics tried to co-opt
popular images of transgender, but with a twist — these female-to-male saints were
remarkably pious. Trans images that drew the devotion of peasants to the religion of
the owning class would have been valuable in recruitment.
Several of these saints paid dearly for their renunciation of their birth sex, and all
of them had to keep their change of sex secret. In cooperative societies, transgender,
transsexual, and intersexual people lived openly, with honor. But in a class-divided
society like medieval Western Europe, the Church's legends of the female-to-male
saints introduced the concept of "passing"—being forced to hide a trans identity.
There are no known Christian male-to-female saints. Throughout the Middle
Ages, this expression was only officially permitted during carnivals and festivals,
when the laws of the land were temporarily lifted. Otherwise, male-to-female transgender and cross-dressing were stigmatized by the Church as witchcraft.9
Yet cross-gendered expression, whether male or female, was part of virtually all
peasant festivals — including Halloween, a holiday with roots in Celtic, matrilineal
society. After Celtic society transformed from matrilineal to patriarchal, the ruling
classes bowed to patriarchal gods, while the laboring class maintained its beliefs in
the ancient nature-based goddess religion.'0 The Celt feast days included Samhain,
a festival celebrated on November I, that Christians later called All Hallow's Eve—
Halloween. The Celt Winter Solstice persisted under Christianity as the Feast of
Fools. Transgender played a prominent role in both holidays. Maybe this had something to do with why I was exempt from arrest for cross-dressing on Halloween!
While the Church denounced male-to-female trans expression as witchcraft, they
co-opted it for their theatrical productions. Trans theatrical performance in many
parts of the world was rooted in communal rituals in which trans expression was considered sacred. For example, trans actors are famous in Japanese Noh drama, which
stems from dengaku, a folk dance performed during rice planting and harvesting,
and Chinese opera derives from the songs and dances of ancient religious festivities.
In early Greek Athenian drama, male actors played the female roles; these dramas
were originally performed during the festivals honoring Dionysus, a time when
women and men engaged in cross-gendered worship."
In Western Europe, theater had become such a popular ideological vehicle
throughout the periods of slavery and early feudalism that by the tenth century the
Catholic Church appropriated the transgender it had not been able to uproot from
peasant festivals and rituals into its own dramatic rituals. In Church pageants and
liturgical dramas, male actors were allowed to flaunt Deuteronomy by wearing
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women's clothing.'2 While priests denounced male femininity and cross-dressing,
they didn't mind exploiting for their own interests the popularity of transgender in
Church dramas.
And what about the flamboyant style of the Church fathers themselves? To this
day, priests dress in floor-length gowns, bright colors, jeweled rings, and other adornments that many men wouldn't be caught dead in. In fact, sending a boy into the
priesthood used to be referred to as putting a boy "into skirts."" Did this trans fashion in the Church evolve from the transsexual priestesses of the goddess religions?
The Church fathers may have hoped to co-opt the transgender expression that
the peasants still revered, but it became the undoing of liturgical drama. -Indeed,
festive and anarchic components steadily infiltrated liturgical drama," concluded
historian Peter Ackroyd, "taking their final shape when Latin was replaced by vernacular in the thirteenth century. Just as the Church authorities were mocked by
cross-dressers during the Feast of Fools, so the comic uses of transvestism slowly
despiritualized religious drama.""
Although the Church encouraged peasants to kneel before bearded or femaleto-male saints and enjoy transgender in liturgical drama, it opposed any trans customs that were connected to pre-class matrilineal beliefs. By the late fifteenth
century, the Catholic Church fathers were slowly banishing the Feast of Fools from
cathedrals.15 Transgender was one of many targets of the landowner's war, waged
under a religious banner.
The "Holy" Inquisition, begun in 1233, and the witch trials were weapons of terror- and mass murder that took a staggering toll in human life from Ireland to
Poland. Twenty years after Joan of Arc's execution, in 1451 the Inquisition was officially authorized to battle witchcraft as a major crime. Many peasant women,
accused of being witches, were tortured and killed. These included women who followed the older rural-based religions, lived independently, held small amounts of
land, or passed down folk medicinal knowledge, such as midwives who shared their
knowledge of methods of birth control and abortion. Significantly, witches were
accused of having the power to change sex.16
Because of the feudal landlords' economic interest in strengthening patriarchal
inheritance and rule, they increasingly partitioned the sexes in the name of god.
This drive to differentiate man from woman fueled a frenzied campaign against
intersexuality. In the fifteenth century, for example, the Church put a rooster on
trial at Basel. The cock was charged with having laid an egg. The rooster's lawyer
argued that the act was involuntary, and that animals were not capable of making
pacts with the devil. The court found the cock innocent, but attributed the act of laying the egg to a sorcerer masquerading as a cock. As a result, the rooster and the egg
in question were burned at the stake.'7
Although the Church engaged in rivalries with landowners and monarchs, it
knew where its overall class interests lay. Trans people, women charged with lesbianism, gay men, Muslims, Jews, herbalists, healers—anyone who challenged feudal rule was considered a threat and faced extermination. Even scientists were
targeted because their research negated religious dogma. The Inquisitors came
armed with the Bible, as well as with swords and instruments of torture to put down
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his book The Castrati in Onera,

historian Angus Heriot mentions

that trans priestesses were

probably also singers. Were

trans voices associated with

the ancient religion? Was

the Church trying to co-opt

an ancient transgender art

rm? Although the Church
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fathers hypocritically vowed

to excommunicate anyone

/ . . . / M h o performed the castration
on the children, all the churches

in Italy, including the Pope's

private chapel, used castrati

in their choirs.

peasant uprisings. But all the might of the feudal landowners didn't crush the resistance of the peasants once and for all—they continually rose up against the rule of
powerful landlords and their feudal theology
Frequently the feudal period is explained simply from the point of view of the
growth of the Church, but as I have shown, religion itself became a propaganda
iNeapon of the ruling rich. For example, under feudalism, which was based on private ownership of the land, the Lord's Prayer urged, "Forgive us our trespasses."
Trespassing was a crime that could only have arisen in a society where individuals
claimed vast expanses of soil as their own. But as a money-based capitalist system
overthrew feudalism, the prayer changed to, "Forgive us our debts."
As agricultural feudalism grew more efficient, requiring fewer serfs, peasants
struck off to the cities, dreaming of making their fortunes there. Some cities were
administrative centers, most were commercial, grown up from market towns. An
economy based on money, not land, was beginning to emerge. By the fifteenth century, towns in Western Europe were more vital to society than the feudal kingdoms.
In the cities and the rural areas, the ranks of propertyless workers who were dependent on daily wages swelled. Hardly better off were the many small farmers who
tilled their plots of land as leaseholders, renters, and sharecroppers.
Yet whether the spark was the privatization of commonly-held forests or urban
bread shortages, impoverished farmers and laborers rose up in righteous rebellions.
One night, as I stayed up late reading a popularly written book about "drag" history, I was startled to read a paragraph about an uprising of farmers in which the
leaders cross-dressed. To my great frustration, there was no source cited for this
information. However, that brief paragraph proved to be all I needed.
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